Chapter 8. Project Management

Resources

Blog post

8-minute read about areas where pivot languages can be employed, and particularly with regard to translation technologies: https://blog.taus.net/is-the-pivot-language-approach-ever-a-good-option-part-ii (by Ana Samiotou).

Articles on the translation response to COVID-19


Indirect Translation Explained - Hanna Pięta, Rita Bueno Maia & Ester Torres Simón
Convergence.” *International Journal of Multilingualism.*
https://doi.org/10.1080/14790718.2020.1849225


Some online management systems offering free trials

- Gridly: [https://www.gridly.com](https://www.gridly.com)
- XRTF: [https://xtrf.eu/](https://xtrf.eu/)
- Projectex: [https://www.projetex.com/](https://www.projetex.com/)